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Probably not words you’d expect to see in Wing World
magazine or Insight! Probably not words you thought
you’d hear from the President! In this case, they mean exactly what you think they mean -- we are looking for help.
With the 40 to Phoenix ride that arrived at Home Office
on April 5th, we did a call out for photographers to capture the ride. It was a fun celebration!
As a Member and then volunteer Leader I remember saying, “If they would just ask me, or the Membership, what
to do.” Now I am asking all of you to answer that call and
help us become an even better Association.
What are we looking for? We need Members who understand social media and use it and know how to manage
groups, post announcements and help us develop an even
better presence. Are you that person?
We are looking for help with ideas for advertisements and
advertisers. Do you have ideas to share? What about
reaching out to vendors who sell your favorite product
and explain why they need to advertise in Wing World.
Do you have experience as an ad salesperson and you’re
willing to work or help us out? Email us your name,
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Member # and what you’d like to do to help to Iwillhelp@gwrra.org.

Photographer -- do you have those skills? We have specifications and if you
take photos using them, we can use your skills! We need photographer skills at
Wing Ding or other GWRRA events. Let us know!
We always welcome volunteers for tasks at Wing Ding. If you are attending, go
to our website,
www.GWRRA.org or www.wing-ding.org and click on the volunteer tab and
follow the prompts. We’ll be in touch, so be sure your email address is correct.
Have you put together marketing campaigns? We need help putting together
campaigns for Membership, Rescue Plus, our Benefits, and more. If you have
some experience and are willing to share some of your time, we’d love to hear
from you.
What about writing an article for Wing World? Share your experiences with us
and we’ll see what the correct place is to highlight your article and pictures,
too.
As you have read the above and you’ve said, “Yes I do,” then we want to hear
from you! Please send an email to Iwillhelp@gwrra.org with the specifics of
what you’d like to do and we’ll be in contact with you. As I said, this Association was built by its Members and we’ll be stronger with your help and experiences!
I look forward to hearing from you and THANKS for stepping forward! For
all of you coming to 40 to Phoenix, ride safe and we’ll see you soon!
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An Event You Just Can’t Miss!!!
This year’s Wing Ding is special to
GWRRA as we’ll celebrate our
40 Year Anniversary!
I Challenge each Chapter, District and
Region to come prepared to bring back
the Disco moves in full costumes and
FUN!
Where: Thursday Aug. 31 at the 40th
Anniversary Throw Back To the Desert
Disco Ball!
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SO MANY PLACES TO GO, NOT ENOUGH TIME!

Whether you are still working, or enjoying retirement, there doesn’t seem to
be enough time to take part in all the activities we are offered these days. First
there is our local Chapter’s activities, be it our regular Chapter Gathering, a
great ride or a favorite ice cream social, or a needed training
opportunity to stay current in the Rider Ed Levels Program.
Next on the calendar are several other FUN events called
“Chapter FUNd Raisers, like a Chili Dump or other easy
ways to raise funds for the Chapter operation.
Add in a Mall Show to help support Motorist Awareness (also a
great Recruiting Opportunity). Then comes a District Event, another great ride like a Color or Wildflower tour, or a Bug Run.
Add the District Rally or the annual District Fundraiser and
then there is the Region Rally, the list never ends….
Wow! Now it’s time to decide which of these great events we can attend. This is
tough, since we want to be at all of them. Maybe, since two of these events are
on the same day, we can spend a part of the day at each. With our extended
riding season in Arizona, the calendar is really full of exciting places to go almost every weekend.
If you are a Chapter Director, you have even more of these difficult choices to
make in setting up a Ride or Social Schedule for your Chapter.
You need to consider the likes and dislikes of the Chapter
Members, season of the year, weather conditions, etc. When
you consider how important your own Chapter FUNdraiser is
to your treasury, you always try to include the other Chapters’
FUNdraisers in your Chapter’s Schedule of Activities. Again,
you probably can’t attend them all, but you do try to support
all that are reasonable.
Oh oh! What do you do if you find out that there is a scheduling conflict between your Activity Schedule and another distant Chapter FUNdraiser? How
about sending that other Chapter Director a nice note explaining the dilemma
along with a check payable to that Chapter for a “token” donation towards
their treasury. This easy and thoughtful gesture will go a long ways to spreading good will and insure that there are no hard feelings between Chapters.
Recently a local Chapter Director found out that a popular FUNdraiser for another Chapter two hours away was now scheduled on the same Saturday as
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their local Chapter Gathering. This was due to a needed Park Ramada only
being available at that time. The local CD went ahead and put the word out
and advertised the event with a ride to leave from their Gathering, earlier than
normal, so that the local Members were able to make it to both events on the
same day. Here again, a Chapter Director was able to support another Chapter’s Chili-fest without sacrificing their normal monthly Chapter Gathering.

They did both on the same day! Way to go!!!
Our Association is blessed with many very supportive CDs who go out of their
way to be “good neighbors” to other CDs. We thank them for their thoughtfulness. We thank all of our many fine Officers who do so much for our Members
to enrich their experience in GWRRA.

Ray & Sandi
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Let Me Introduce you to our New
GWRRA Director Emeritus!
It is with a great deal of appreciation that GWRRA announces the retirement of Ray and Sandi Garris as Your Directors of GWRRA. Ray and Sandi have dedicated many, many years to the Association and their love runs
deep for all that GWRRA means to them and so many others. Ray and
Sandi will be the first TEAM GWRRA Directors to retire to the title of Director Emeritus. This is a position of honor and is given to TEAM GWRRA’s
Director after years of service. It also means we can call on them!

We took the opportunity to honor them at 40 to Phoenix on Wednesday with
the presentation of a beautiful WoodWing Art plaque and a heartfelt thank
you.
As they have been holding 2 roles, Ray and Sandi will continue to work with
the TEAM GWRRA as the Deputy Directors for the West. As you can see,
retirement didn't last very long! Their willingness to serve cannot and will
not be stopped and we are very happy to have them continue on with
TEAM GWRRA!
Please congratulate and thank Ray and Sandi for a fantastic job, done so
very well, and on their newest position with GWRRA.
Ray and Sandi, from my heart I thank you and look forward to continuing to
work together on our new endeavors!
Anita Alkire and the Entire TEAM at GWRRA
Note: At the present time, we are not replacing the Director position. If you
have questions please contact Anita at President@gwrra.org
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The 2017 Rally Season Begins
The Rally Season in the ten states of the Southeast kicked off
March 23rd-25th in Altamonte Springs (Orlando), Florida at
the Hilton Hotel with the Florida District Rally. And what a
rally it was! This was a new venue (the Hilton Altamonte
Springs/Orlando) for the Florida District and it was as near to a
ideal place as you'll find.
Some 35 vendors showed their wares and services, both outside in the parking
lot and inside in a ball room. They had everything you could ask for, most of it
motorcycle related. A fantastic sit-down dinner was served to over 500 folks
on Thursday night. The service was excellent. Bill and Gina
Berry, the Florida District Directors, along with their able staff
hosted a wonderful event, even though they had to
play catch up when their original venue closed just
a few months before the rally. The crowning event
of the Closing Ceremonies was the raffling off of a
2017 GL 1800 to a lucky winner and a $1000.00 cash award to
another winner, all to support Rider Education in Florida.
This was an overall excellent rally and shows how much fun they really are.
Nan and I attended for the 3-day event while our Home Chapter (FL1-A) won
four awards for participation in several events and competitions. This was a
good "old fashioned" GWRRA rally and everybody who wanted to, had a
good time.
Next up on the rally calendar is the Tennessee District
rally in Pigeon Forge, TN April 20th-22nd. Nan and I
attended this one last year and it was great. Gary and
Patti Hamilton, the Tennessee District Directors put on
a real FUN show. The venue in Pigeon Forge makes
for great walk-around shopping and tourist stuff,
while the Smokey Mountains National Park is just a couple of miles away with
lots of great mountain riding. It's near Maggie Valley and Cherokee, NC.
There will be a good selection of vendors and their talent show last year was
awesome. Come on out, you don't want to miss this one.
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These are but two of the wonderful District rallies that are available to the
members of GWRRA in the southeast. During the 2017 "rally season" there
will be 10 District rallies and 2 Region rallies. You're bound to find one that
suits your tastes and schedule. Nan and I look forward to seeing you on the
road this spring and summer and as time goes by, we'll be featuring upcoming
rallies in our Insight articles for your information.

Bob & Nan
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Abundance, Thanks to GWRRA
I was recently asked to share in one word what GWRRA means to me. My
word was Abundance.
I’m on a life journey, and during that journey I find myself traveling between
searching, belonging, participating, and abundance. Of course, I hate living in
just searching, and love living in abundance. Because of my experiences in
GWRRA I am closer to abundance every day, and that is a
great place to be.

Before joining GWRRA, I found myself wondering what I
wanted and where or how I could find it. I found myself
winding up in searching too often. That’s a place I don’t
like and always dread. I’d ask myself, “How in the world
did you get back here again, Bruce?” And then I found
GWRRA - or should I say GWRRA found me.
I think success and finding abundance has a lot to do with accountability.
GWRRA brings accountability to my journey and offers me the tools and process to hold me accountable to myself and the members of GWRRA. If I extend a helpful hand, if I listen, if I go out each day with the intent to share
GWRRA and to serve the members, I know I will not
get stuck in searching and belonging and will move
into participating.
Participating is a much better place to be. When I find myself in participating,
the thought that I love and which inspires me is that with the help and support
of GWRRA members, I have moved quickly into
Abundance. I feel more confident – my map and
path are very clear. Each day in participating is
wrapped in the attitude of being grateful. Every
day begins with how I can help someone today.
And the GWRRA slogan, "Friends for Fun, Safety and Knowledge," keeps that focus razor sharp.
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Living in Abundance, which I am closer to now because of participating in GWRRA, is something that motivates me in all of my
life. As I have lived my GW journey from a very proud Chapter
Director to now a very humbled Deputy Director, the word is definitely Abundance. It’s a fantastic place to be. Thank you GWRRA and its members, and this story can be you. Just start by
participating and you too can live with Abundance.

Bruce & Barb
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Your Wing as Therapist
Althea once gave me a throw pillow with the stitched-in words stating, “You
never see a motorcycle parked outside of a psychiatrist’s office.” Figuring
that the omitted motorcycle must belong to the “nonpatient” and not the psychiatrist, the sentiment was clear
that riding a motorcycle must have some therapeutic benefit. A simple internet search yields multiple web sites discussing the topic, some reasonably factual and others
demonstrating that the authors are demonstrably in need
of a visit to the aforementioned office. But the “motorcycling as therapy”
theme bubbles to the surface as a reasonably accurate premise.
So, I have to ask, why do I so often hear from some of our hard-working
volunteers that “I’m so busy doing my GWRRA work that I haven’t been
on my bike for days,” (or even weeks). Seems to
me, that is exactly the time to put all else aside
and go for a short ride. After all, we did not buy
these things to just look at. A high-powered corporate executive who was asked by a Fortune
Magazine reporter why he flew his own airplane,
said “there is nothing so relaxing as knowing
that if you don’t focus your entire being on the subject at hand (flying) you
might die.” Sounds like an oxymoron, but it works.
We know that, if we apply the attitude of that executive,
riding our Wings has a wonderful way of releasing endorphins that serve to boost mood and improve outlook.
Also, spending time on a short day-ride provides valuable sun exposure, which can increase Vitamin D levels,
known to be powerful mood enhancers. One up? The
hours of alone time spent on the back of a bike either
allows us to completely escape from day-to-day issues or
helps with working through problems and consider issues from different
perspectives. Two-up? How about enhancing communication with rider
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and co-rider? Outstanding! But that’s for another discussion.
The caveat to all of this, however, is keeping your focus “on-the-road.” Bad
things can happen if, on your ride, you let your mind wander back to the issues
you are trying to put aside for a few minutes. So, it may take a little practice at
first to get the therapy right. But give those little endorphins a chance and they

will reward you ten-fold. And you won’t have to visit your Wing in the garage and, with a deep sigh, think, “soon, maybe soon.”

Bob & Althea
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GWRRA University
A brand new way GWRRA designs, delivers and tracks
all online and classroom education and training for the Association.

gwrratraining.com
Attention Trainers and Instructors
As most of you know some of the older Leadership Training seminars have been
removed from the curriculum effective, April 1, 2017. Some were removed because they were no longer appropriate to what the Association has been doing,
and some were removed because they were rewritten into the new University
Module format.
What does this mean to the University Trainers, the Senior University Trainers,
and the Master University Trainers? You can still present what you have presented in the past if the material is still available on the University website.
Presentation of material not on the web site will not count in the Chapter of the
Year or Couple of the Year programs.
If you have successfully completed the new Instructor Certification and Training
Program (ITCP) you can present all the older material as well as the new student centric material.
There are a few restrictions for specific seminars, modules, and programs:
• Some Rider Education and Safety seminars have level specific restrictions,
i.e. the presenter must be current in the specified level or above.
• Some former Leadership Training seminars have specific restrictions.
• Some of the former Rider Education seminars that are now part of the
University curriculum have specific Rider Education level restrictions for
the presenters.
• Some special programs:
• Officer Certification Program (OCP)
• Instructor Training and Certification Program (ITCP)
• Horizon Program
• Lead Like You Ride (LLYR)
A comprehensive list is available on the GWRRA University web site at
www.gwrradot.com. Click on the Resources tab and click on the Seminars/
Modules selection to see the complete list of seminars and modules and who may
present them.
Ed Nahl
Dean, GWRRA University
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Work – Fun Balance

Often at our workplaces, we hear about
how important it is to
maintain a “work –
life balance”.
For
GWRRA Team Members and other volunteers, this might be better
phrased as “Maintain
a
work – FUN balance”.
When working on Chapter, District and Region matters, it is easy to fall into
the trap of “Well, if I don’t do it, it won’t get done!” Rather than looking at
meetings, rallies or other special occasions as a means to help your friends have
fun, you look it as sheer drudgery. If you are in this mindset – back off and
smell the roses!
Share some of the workload with other team members, or assistants. An old
saying I’m fond of is, “The graveyards are full of irreplaceable men.” Rather
than being a morbid commentary, this adage is meant to remind us that very
few of us have unique abilities that can’t be performed by someone else. If
you’re a Director at any level, have your Assistant
handle things for awhile. If you don’t have one –
find one! Feeling the whole weight of the world – or
Chapter, District or Region – on your shoulders is
the fast track to officer burnout. Approach others
in your area and ask
them to help with specific tasks – don’t wait
them to volunteer, the
human mind doesn’t work like that (and too many
of us have military training!)
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Remember why you joined GWRRA – and why you stay. Most of us joined to
have someone to ride our bikes with. Are you yourself getting enough riding
in?
Riding our motorcycles is in many cases the sole common bond Chapter members have; we come from all different backgrounds and walks of life. If no one
is doing much riding, it’s easy to drift apart. And if you’re a CD – is it really
necessary for you to lead every single ride? Take a break, get in the middle of
your group’s bikes, and see how different the view is from there. (That’s why
we have Road Captain courses, so others in our group know how to lead rides!)
And please, PLEASE mix in some rides just for FUN with rides to rallies,
Chapter visitations, and the like – all are important, but a good BALANCE is
also important!

REMEMBER YOU JOINED TO HAVE FUN!!

Larry & Penny
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ARIZONA DISTRACTED DRIVING SUMMIT
It was a red-letter day in Arizona! On January 25, 2017 the “Arizona Coalition
to Reduce/Eliminate Distracted Driving” hosted the first-ever Arizona Distracted Driving Summit. Why? Because Distracted Driving is a deadly epidemic,
not only in Arizona but across the country.
The three sponsors were:
www.redmeansstop.org/contact-us
www.looksavealife.org/contact-us
www.drivesmartarizona.com/contact-us.html
The four categories of distraction are COGNITIVE, MANUAL, VISUAL and
AUDITORY. Holding and using a cell phone while driving is a manual form of
distracted driving. More than 35,000 people were killed on the nation’s highways in 2015. The NTSB estimated that about 1 in 10 of those deaths occurred
in a crash involving distracted driving. However, due to inconsistencies in reporting by law enforcement agencies, others estimated 1 in 4 motor vehicle collisions were attributed to Personal Electronic Devices (PEDs). Since AZ is one
of only two states that have no state statute regulating cell phone use in a motor
vehicle, this summit primarily addressed cell phone use.
According to an NTSB publication dated 12/2016, “Distraction is a growing
and life-threatening problem in all modes of transportation. To reduce crashes,
injuries and deaths, drivers and other operators must completely disconnect
from an increasing variety of deadly distractions, whether they be visual, manual, cognitive or auditory. We know that focusing on or thinking about anything other than the task at hand impairs performance and can lead to tragic
consequences.”
“Increased use of portable electronic devices among the public has made distractions even more prevalent. Since 2003, we have found distraction stemming from PEDs to be a cause or contributing factor in several highway crashes. Given the accelerating frequency of these accidents, and the trends and
dangerous habits we’ve discovered in many crashes since 2002, we issued our
boldest recommendation yet in December 2011, calling for a nationwide ban on
the use of PEDs while driving. Whereas previous recommendations addressed
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specific populations, our 2011 recommendations applied to all drivers.” Despite all this evidence, the Arizona state legislature has failed to pass legislation
addressing the use of PEDs while driving a motor vehicle.
What’s the big deal? We’re only maneuvering a 3,000 to 6,000-pound chunk of
metal down the highway at speeds up to 75 MPH, loaded with 15 gallons or
more of highly flammable liquid!
Cliff Simpson, Region” F”un Motorist Awareness Officer

Mike & Barri

